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Goals

 Study jet/Etmiss signatures from machine induced 
backgrounds: beam-halo and beam-gas.

 Compare beam-background Monte Carlo 
simulations with real LHC data produced in single-
beam runs in September 2008.

 Develop jets clean-up cuts for beam-gas and 
beam-halo using both single-beam data and 
simulations.
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                 Run 88069

 debug_hlterror (120), physics_BPTX (155104), 
physics_MBTS_BCM_LUCID (2006), physics_RNDM 
(12737) 

 Injecting and circulating Beam 2

 No TRT (change from Ar to Xe), no RPC, no LAr, SCT 
sees tracks

 CLEANEST run with high statistics available (RF capture 
ON). Majority of jets are beam-halo jets.
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Jets in SB run 88069 (155104 events)

                                                                         

    

    

                                     -2.5 < eta < 2.5

   Looks like a clean run now. Considering the good beam triggering 
of this run, even in the absence of LAr it can be used to show a low 
energy range of beam-halo events in DATA.
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Beam-Halo MC (100.000 events)

 

   

   Using the clean single beam-data available after reprocessing we 
expected ~ 20 jets in 100.000 events. Considering MC was 
generated for a 14 TeV colision expectancy, the number should 
(probably) therefore be even higher.
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Jets after reprocessing (DATA)

 We've found events with 24 GeV jet 

energy. Not a big problem for e.g. SUSY 

searches, but situation could change 

with QCD pile-up. 

 Also important, 

this was only the jet energy registered 

in Tile, so the jet energy could easily 

have been 50 GeV.

 Beam-energy was only 450 GeV. 

Good pulse shapes, which shows it is

indeed a beam-effect (in this case 

definetly halo-muons), not exceptional 

high noise.
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3D View of halo-events
 Halo muons tracks can

be easily identified in 3D

view.

 This is the same beam-

halo dijet-event from last 

slide. 

 Our strategy was (after

some cuts) to confirm

that we could find this type

of topology in runs with 

working LAr.
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Jet multiplicity run 88069

   This plot suggests (in data)  that beam-halo/gas contribution will normally 
affect monojet searches. Naturaly as LAr was out this is a low limit. However 
beam-halo jets should not be very far from this, i.e., mono-jets (vast 
majority) and few dijets. The beam-halo simulations, for example, predict 
only monojets.
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          Run 87863

 physics_BPTX (3948) 
 Beam 2. No deliberate collimator "splashes", but some 

high energy events. By end of run beam made 
hundreds of turns before being lost.

 BPTX trigger only, LAr 32 samples
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Jets in SB run 87863
 As the run was cleaner

at the end, we considered

only event_number > 3400

(3803 events).

 In order to eliminate 

possible splash events, we 

considered only mono and 

dijet events.

 -2.5 < eta < 2.5 
 Radio frequency capture (RF-capture) was OFF, so, keep in mind 

there are still lots of beam-scrapping events.  

    (Scraping events originate from the natural defocusing of the protons bunch during the period 
in which the radio frequency capture (RF-capture) of the protons spill was not performed.)
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Beam-Halo Events in 87863
 After cuts, many 

 events had 

beam-halo like

topology.
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High energy dijet event
 Some high 

energy dijets 

found. This event

has a 82 GeV and

a 14 GeV jet ET.

 The tracks 

suggests those 

are still halo 

muons.
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jet EM fraction in 87863
 -2.5 < eta < 2.5
 only mono and dijets
 ev_number > 3400

 78% fake jet rejection

 with jet EMF > 0.1
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Jet EM fraction in Beam-Halo MC

   

   It shows consistency with a > 0.1 cut also in the 
simulations, despite the low stats.
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Missing ET SB run 87863
 Some events generated high missing ET  (under investigation)

 -2.5 < eta < 2.5

 only mono and dijets

 ev_number > 3400
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400 GeV MET event
 Halo muons...?
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                  Run 88153

 Important comment:

   “Run 88153 has beam 2 circulating, but we were 
waiting in the beam-1 mode, meaning only MBTS side C 
were enabled in the trigger, without BPTX coincidence. 
While it is still possible to search beam-related events in 
88153, one has to keep in mind that besides the lack of 
BPTX coincidence (and hence cosmics hits in the MBTS), 
the timing of MBTS side C wasn't adjusted yet.”

 For us that means we have a mixed “beam-halo + 
beam-gas + cosmics” sample to work with.
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Run 88153
 Mono and dijet distribution for 88153 (halo muons and cosmics 

mostly)
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SB Run 88153

  

 -2.5 < eta < 2.5

    Even with the high cosmic ray contamination, it does say 
something about the few triggered beam events. 73% rejection 
with jet  EMF > 0.1.
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Jet EM fraction

                                                                                                                        (QCD: J1 to J7)
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Other Variables

 We have also tried other variables used in the SUSY CSC 
chapter: "Estimation of QCD Backgrounds to Searches for 
Supersymmetry".

   Etile2/Etotal =   Energy deposited in TileCal outermost layer

                                    Energy Deposited in all Layers

   Etile10/Etotal =   Energy deposited in TileCal 2 outermost layers

                                    Energy Deposited in all Layers
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Etile10 and Etile2
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Run 88069
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Cuts rejections 
 Jet EM fraction > 0.1 

           - Run 87863: 78%

           - Run 88153: 73%

           - cosmics: 81%

           - QCD dijets: 1.5%

 Etile10/Etotal < 0.5                        

           - Run 87863: 86%

           - Run 88153: 79%

           - Run 88069: 87%

           - cosmics: 79%

           - QCD dijets: 0.2%

   

Etile2/Etotal < 0.1                        

           - Run 87863: 72%

           - Run 88153: 58%

           - Run 88069: 52%

           - cosmics: 47%

           - QCD dijets: 0.7%
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Conclusion/Future Work
 Beam-halo events identified and selected in single-

beam runs.
 Consistency between simulations and DATA with a few 

discrepancies obtained.
 Cleaning cuts successfully used for halo-muons in 

DATA and in simulations.
 We will test the combined effect of our cuts.
 Beam-Gas cleaning cuts ongoing in Monte-Carlo.
 Strategy to deal with beam-gas background in 

simulations should probably also improve beam-halo 
suppression even more.

 We wait for new samples for beam-halo and beam-gas 
simulations to test our conclusions further.
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Back-up
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Jet-eta run 88069
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Beam-Halo MC Multiplicity

   

   The jet multiplicity seems a bit underestimated in the 
simulations (zero dijets). 
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Jet EM fraction

 Definition:
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Charge Fraction

 Definition:
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Jets in 88069 before reprocessing

  


